UDAAN: PROJECT GIVES WINGS TO GIRL STUDENTS
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Sunshine Worldwide School, Old Goa is designated as the centre for CBSE Udaan project. CBSE Udaan program for classes 11 and 12 Girls is an initiative by the CBSE for mentoring girl students to compete for admission at India’s Premier Engineering institutions.

Sunshine Worldwide School has been selected as the City Centre for UDAAN, a project to give wings to girl students who aim to pursue higher education in Engineering and assist them to prepare for the entrance examination.

The project builds a broad platform for girl students of class XI and XII, where assistance by means of online portal, virtual weekend contact classes at the Centre, round the clock helpline and study materials will be provided, so as to enable them to study at their own pace, time and comfort.

Girl students enrolled in Class XI in Physics, Chemistry & Mathematics with minimum 70% marks in Class X overall and 80% marks in Science and Mathematics; Boards which follow CGPA, a minimum CGPA of 8 and a GPA of 9 in Science and Mathematics, whose annual family income is less than Rs. 6 lakhs per annum are eligible to apply.

The last date to apply online to get the benefit of UDAAN is August 7, 2017. Girl students of class11 studying PCM as their core subject from Kendriya Vidyalayas/ Navodaya Vidyalayas/ Government run schools, affiliated to any Board in India can register themselves for UDAAN 2017 – 2019.

The online registration can be done on the CBSE UDAAN website. The representative of Sunshine Worldwide School is Ms. Veronica Pinto, who may be contacted at mobile number-800720814.